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 2. Review this product and write a review of it on Amazon. You can find this product here. 3. Donate to the Institution of
Engineering and Technology. 4. Make a donation to The Institution of Engineering and Technology through Amazon. Donate

for just £5! 5. Write a review of this book on Amazon. Find this book here. Written by Ian Sinclair. Illustrated by Mark Owen.
If you’re not familiar with Mark Owen, he’s the artist behind the fantastic illustrations used in novels such as the Number Two

Trilogy, and the artist for Dr Dinosaur’s excellent science fiction series. Now he’s created a brand new series, Zeneti Saga, set in
a remote world where people have shapeshifted into stone. This young adult novel is all about hope and friendship. But there’s
more than one way to discover the truth… Read our review of a companion book, designed by Ian Sinclair:The Zeneti Saga –
Children of Stone: A companion book to the second Zeneti Saga novel, Children of Stone. There are sidebars throughout this

book. They are designed to spark discussions about the theme of the Zeneti Saga book. In the Zeneti Saga, the main character is
a girl called Alix, and it’s only through her friendship with another girl called Tia that her family and the rest of her world is

brought into the picture. There are a lot of characters in the Zeneti Saga series, so if you’re reading the books to your children,
you may want to split the books over two evenings. Children of Stone is designed as a companion book to the second book in
the Zeneti Saga, Children of Stone. It contains a lot of the same information as the first book but it also goes into some of the
history of the world. What do you think? Have you read the Zeneti Saga books? Will you be reading them to your children?

How do you feel about Mark Owen’s illustrations? This review contains spoilers for the books in the Zeneti Saga. I was having a
conversation on twitter with the kind folk at the Stenhouse Publishers, who asked me to review the first book in their brand new
Zeneti Saga series. Not being familiar with this series, I asked for suggestions, and got a list of recommended novels for me to

read and review. So far I’ve enjoyed the Number 82157476af
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